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Investigation in prisons is not only a legal theory， but also is an important issue 
facing in the practice. Investigation in prisons has a long history， from ancient to 
modern times， from before the founding after the founding of the various periods， 
the prison investigation continues to progress， but its problems can not be ignored. 
The status of criminal investigation in prison has been negative evaluated at 
present. The number of criminals in prison within a year committing a crime again is 
very big. Especially， in nationwide many prisons occurred several serious in-prison 
criminal cases， which indicated it had a wide-spread and high-frequent happening 
trend. Additional， by contemporary high-developed media and internet way， these 
in-prison criminal cases will immediately spread widely and cause irretrievable 
society reputation loss of prison management.  
Though there had certain developing and advance in past several periods， it 
sometimes ever under a very embarrassed condition of being forgotten. This can be 
easily proved by related national laws and relevant functional departments attitudes or 
explains to criminal investigation in prison. With the publishing of nation prison law 
and the amendment of criminal procedure law， a mile stone of the criminal 
investigation in prison in government’s law was built. But items concerning criminal 
investigation requirement in above laws are still too simply and lack of feasible yet. 
That is， neither the legal bases for criminal investigation nor the awareness level of 
prison workers can match recent prisons management and reform requirements. 
Thus， as a policeman who works in prison， author deeply felt the work of 
criminal investigation is necessary and important to enhance prison works. Through 
theoretical discussion and empirical analysis method， I researched the system of 
investigation in prisons: 
The first part is to explore the concept of investigation in the prison. Including 
study the history of the development of the investigation in prisons， define the 
concept and nature of the investigation in prison， thus accurate positioning the 















The second part is to classify the types of cases investigated in the prison， 
hoping to find the reason for multiple types of cases in the prison from the typed 
divided to explore the theory below. 
The third part is to focus on analysis of the problem of the existence of its 
investigation within the prison， mainly from two angles of the practice， and the 
legal theory problems detailed analysis. 
The fourth part is to explore useful for the detection of problems in the third part 
of the analysis within the prison. Improve the content of the law， and thus improve 
the work in practice. 
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